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EMC/EMI Regulations – FCC Part 15
1.

FCC part 15 (47 CFR15) regulates everything from spurious emissions (un-inttended
radiator) to unlicensed low-power broadcasting (wifi, bluetooth). Nearly every electronics
device sold inside the United States radiates unintentional emissions, and must be
reviewed (DoC or Certification) to comply with Part 15 before it can be advertised or sold
in the US market.

2.

FCC Part 15 Subpart
•
A – General: 15.1 to 15.38
•
B – Unintentional Radiators, 15.101 to 15.123 (15.107 – conducted emission,
15.109 – radiated emission) .
1) Class A - Device marketed for use in business/industrial/commercial
environments
2) Class B - Device marketed for use in a residential environment
•
C – Intentional Radiators (small coherent radio, WIFI 2.4G, Bluetooth, etc.).
15.207 and 15.209 addresses the a/c line conducted and radiated spurious
emissions.15.247 address the antenna port conducted and radiated emission
•
D – Unlicesed PCS devices from 1910-1930Mhz (such as cordless phone DECT
6.0)
•
E – Unlicensed NII Devices (WIFI 5G)
•
F – Ultra-wideband devices (UWB)
•
G – Access Broadband over Power Line in the range of 1.705-80Mhz
•
H – Television Band Devices.
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CE Test
•
•
•
•

EMC is a DoC test. No filing is required.
Emissions Standard: EN 61326-1 & EN 301 489-1/17
Wireless RF Standard: EN 300 328 V2.1.1 (2016-11)
Safety Test: EN 60950-1: 2006+A11: 2009 + A1: 2010 + A12: 2011 + A2:
2013
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CE Test Standard
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CE Test Standard
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1. The Thoery
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Electromagnetic Wave and equations
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Linear Wire Antenna
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Loop Antenna (differential mode radiation)
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The Radiation Spectrum of a clock signal
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The Radiation Spectrum of a Data Signal
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FCC scan example (30Mhz – 1Ghz)

The spectrum from 30 Mhz to 1Ghz is flat – The clock signal decreases by -20db
with frequency and the data signal decreases by -40dB. On the other hand, the
radiation efficiency goes increased with frequency by 20dB – 40 dB depending on
the radiation mode. So the overall spectrum is flat in this region.
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2. High Speed Return Current loop
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Return Current Loop
•
•
•
•

Return current is created by signal currents returning through the power/ground planes.
Return currents ALWAYS seek the path of least inductance.
A current return loop is a loop antenna (differential radiation). The radiation efficiency is
proportional to the loop area squared.
Minimize the current return loop area is the key to minimize the EMI radiation.
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The Return Path Problem
As shown in the figure:
1. A slot/cut on the reference
ground causes the return
current path to disperse, which
increases the loop area
dramatically – creating an
effective loop antenna.
2. If this return path takes the
current through other functional
areas, the voltage drop induced
will couple to the device (U3 in
this case) and radiated by the
cable (linear wire antenna).
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The Return Path Problem
• The return current path and the intended signal path makes a
loop antenna (differential mode radiation)
• Splits, cut-outs, anti-pads, etc. cause return current to deviate
from its ideal path and create a loop antenna with larger loop
area. The radiation efficiency is proportional to the loop area
square.
• High frequency harmonics appear as EMI problems because
the return currents at these frequencies go through other
than the intended path due to ground plan cut-outs, splits,
etc. (e.g. circuitous paths through plane, the power supply or
the metal system enclosure).
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Current loop &Board Stack up
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3. Transmission Line Terminations
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Transmission Line
•
•
•
•

What is a transmission line?
If transmission is piece of wire, why it has impedance?
How the transmission line impedance calculated?
Is the impedance applied to all frequency or one particular
frequency?
• When the transmission line effect has to be considered in the
layout and when it can be ignored?
• Why transmission line has to be matched and terminated?
• How transmission is terminated?
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Transmission Line Definition
Transmission line is TWO or MORE parallel wire running with
each other for very long distance (vs. the wavelength of the
signal)
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Transmission Line model

Transmission line with loss

Transmission line without loss

Transmission line consists:
1. Distributed Capacitors due to the limited distance of the two wires
2. Distributed Inductors due to the current return loop of the two wires
3. Transmission line has loss due to the metal resistance (serial resistance) and
dielectric material loss(parallel conductance)
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Transmission line Analogy

The pipe is connected to faucet on one end and the other is blocked.
When the water is turned on as a step function, the water will follow into
the pipes and fill all the reservoirs before it reach the other end. Assume
the pipe is very, very long and the time to reach the other end is infinite.
So, a blocked pipe can carry current and the impedance is defined as the
water pressure/the current.

Similarly, if a step function is applied to a transmission line, it will
charge the distributed capacitors (reservoirs) through the distributed
inductor even if the circuit is open if the line is very,very long. The
impedance of the transmission line is defined by the Voltage/Current
24

Transmission line impedance

For a lossless transmission line:

This is intuitive: Use microstrip as an example, the wider the trace, the
larger the C and smaller the L, so the characteristic impedance will
decrease when the trace is wider.
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Transmission Line Reflection
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Transmission Line Reflection
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Digital Transmission Line Effect

1. Transmission line for digital signal is designed for voltage signal.
2. How long the wire has to be in order to be considered as transmission line?
1/10 of the clock trace length
For examples:
For a 300Mhz signal, the trace length for one clock is of the stripe line is ~500mm. So if
the trace is less than 50mm (2 inch), the transmission line effect can be ignored.
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Digital Transmission Line effect
There are three type of impedance
play roles in the transmission line
effect: Source impedance Zs,
Transmission line impedance Z0
and Destination impedance Zd.
For digital circuit, Zd = High Z

R
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When Zs = Z0 and Zd = Hi.
The line is perpor
terminated/damped.
When Zs < Z0 and Zd =
Hi. The line is under
damped (ringing)
When Zs > Z0 and Zd =
Hi. The line is over
damped.
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Parallel and Serial Termination
R

22

Serial Termination – Terminated at the Source and match the source
impedance to the transmission line characteristic impedance.
Effect: Slow down the rising time. This used for digital signaling.

R
50

Parallel Termination – Terminated at the End. The Voltage level at the terminal is
V/2. so, it is not suitable for digital termination. This is used for RF termination.
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Transmission Line Termination
•
•

Serial termination optimizes the waveform for signal quality
Serial termination controls the spectrum content of the signal.
– Often faster rise times than those required by the system specification are
used. Rise times should be as fast as required, and no faster!
– Serial termination can slow down the rising edge and reduce the harmonic
content of the signal.
– Limiting the signal current also means that the driver doesn’t have to work as
hard as it would if current was not limited, which relaxes the target impedence
requirement (next section)
– Series termination uses only one resistor per transmission line.
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Caveats for Series Terminations
•
•

•

Series terminations will slow down edges and degrade the signal quality if it is over
damped.
Due to the board space, serial termination means a resistor on each signal line – it
may not be feasible choice.
Correct estimation of the necessity of serial termination is important in the design,
which will be addressed in the RF termination and matching section.
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RF Transmission line termination and Matching
Basic
RF transmission line is design for POWER
delivery (instead of digital voltage signaling)

Zs
Zd
V

Zd = Zs*

RF transmission line is required to be conjugate
matched/terminated for max power delivery.
RF transmission line is usually matched to 50
Ohm or 75 Ohm. The 50 Ohm and 75 Ohm
match provide the least loss and max power
delivery
50 Ohm – The impedance of a half wavelength
dipole is 50 Ohm
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RF transmission line mis-match
RXer

TXer

RXer

RXer

Connector: Differential
Impedence = 200 Ohm
PCB 1: Differential
Impedence = 100 Ohm

PCB 2: Differential
Impedence = 100 Ohm

The most common mis-match
appears in the PCB board
layout is
1. Stud: A clock signal may
have to drive multiple
receiver and each branch is
a stud.

2. Impedance un-controlled
small traces: connector,
trace break-out of a dense
BGA /CSP.
We need to accurately estimate
margins of the mismatched
element to make sure we are
not over-do or under-do the
matching and create unnecessary layout headache.
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RF transmission line with open stud

L = wavelength/10

Rule of the Thumb:
If there is an open stud on the
transmission line, and the stud
length is less than 10% of the
clock wavelength, the return
loss is less than -10dB (10%).
the effect of the stud can be
ignored.
1GHz wavelength = 300mm in
vacuum.
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The application of the transmission line with
stud
RXer

TXer

TXer

RXer

RXer

RXer

RXer

RXer

Clock Distribution: one clock drive multiple devices and each branch is a stud to
the main trace (need estimation)
The stub should be kept as short as possible. Left hand design has longer stub,
right hand design has minimum stud length.
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Stub and Tapered line
Though Hole Vias

1. Through via stub
parasitic inductance and
capacitance (No worry
until 10Ghz).

Signal
GROUND
Signal

Stud

Stud

C1
Tapered Pad

2. Tapered trace or pads
(absolutely not
necessary below
10GHz).
3. Smooth/45° Corner –
nice to have but not
required below 10Ghz

Smooth Angle
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RF transmission line with mis-matched
impedance
100 Ohm, 1/10 wavelength

Board to Board
Connector

50 Ohm

Rule of the Thumb:
If the transmission line has a
mismatched impedance which is
less than 1/10 of the clock signal
wavelength, the return loss is less
than -10 dB (10%). The effect can
be ignored.
1GHz wavelength = 300mm in
vacuum.
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4. Power Distribution System
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Problem Definition

Inductance in the power/GND planes causes power supply noise and
fluctuations on chip supply rails

V  Leff (dI

dt

)
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Problem Definition
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Target Impedance
The Key to PDS Design

1.

Given power supply voltage and power consumption, current is
calculated using ohm’s law.

2.

Acceptable voltage ripple must be defined (typically 5%).

Z Tagret 

V ( Power _ Supply _ Voltage )( Ripple _ Tolerance)

I
Dynamic _ Current
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PDS Components – Designing for Ztarget
There are 4 components available to address the Power delivery
System problem:
1. Voltage Regulator Module (VRM) (Minimize the current loop)
2. Bulk (electrolytic) capacitors for Z (target) at Khz range
3. High-frequency ceramic capacitors Z(target) at Mhz range (up
to hundreds Mhz)
4. Power- and ground-plane pairs (Ghz range)
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Voltage Regulator Module
Voltage Regulator Module play a key role in the EMI noise performance
due to the reason that the Voltage Regulator circuitry carries the large
amount of current.
Since down conversion is used most in the design, we use a buck
convertor to illustrate the noise issues.
A typical Buck converter consists the following circuits:

The two circuit configurations of a buck
converter:
• On-state, when the switch is closed,
• Off-state, when the switch is open
arrows indicate current according to the
direction conventional current model.
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Voltage Regulator Module
The key factors impact the noise performance of the buck
converter design:
1. The inductor has to be shielded to prevent the leakage of
magnetic field. It is the best practice to use molded inductor so
the coil is encapsulated in the ferrite material.
2. Minimize all the switching loop area. On PCB board, there is a
limit on how much we can minimize the loop area due to the
size of the components.
3. Some power supply vendors offer designs with very small loop
areas with various technologies, which is not available for
PCB designer.
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Voltage Regulator Module
JWC Micro DC-DC convertor minimize the current loop area by using an
inductor-embedded ferrite substrate. It lowers the EMI noise by 15-20dB
comparing with the PCB board based design. So, for some extreme low
noise design (such as GPS), JWC offers an excellent option.
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Capacitor and its equivalent circuit

A good way to make the loop less inductive is to minimize the loop
area.
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Equivalent Circuit Model For Ceramic Caps
The loop area determines the ESL. So,
smaller-size capacitor has less ESL
then large-size capacitor

f

0



1
2 LC
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Ztarget as to be maintained at ALL Frequencies
•

In the kHz Range
 mP may process code for .5ms, access HDD and repeat

•

In the MHz Range
 mP may require something from DRAM memory, work for a while, and repeat

•

At clock frequency
– demands and ceases to demand current on that time scale

•

At harmonics of the clock frequency
– These harmonics can cause serious common-mode noise problems

The PDS must be able to handle ALL possible current transient frequencies!!
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PDS Components
Impedance
mOhms

Target Impedance

2 mOhms

Frequency
(MHz)
1 Hz

1 kHz

1 MHz

1 GHz

Switching
Power Supply
Electrolytic
Bulk
Capacitors

+

LPF

PCB
Power/GND
Planes

Ceramic
High-Frequency
Capacitors

Vdd

Vref
Gnd
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Parallel Identical Capacitors with same value
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Parallel Identical Capacitors with different values
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Equivalent Series Resistance (ESR)
• Capacitor ESR determines the number of capacitors needed to
achieve target impedance at a particular frequency
• The ESR value typically reported by capacitor vendors
underestimates the actual ESR of a capacitor mounted on a
PCB.
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Power/Ground Plane Pairs
• A key element in PDS design
• Are the only source of pure decoupling capacitance
• Provides target impedance at frequencies too high for
ceramic capacitors
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Overall Target Impedance
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The placement of the PDS components
1. For convenience and noise isolation, switching power supply circuits usually
placed at one end of the board.
2. The placement of the decoupling capacitors are placed within the 1/10 of the
wavelength of the target frequency. for example, if you need to control the
target impedance at 1Ghz, you will need to place an 0.1uF close to the power
pin of the component. If you need to control the Khz power supply noise, you
can place a 22uF or 47uF at any place of the board and it is still with in the
1/10 of the wavelength of Khz signal.
3. For plane decoupling, the effectiveness can be calculated using the following
formula

Where,
The target impedance from plane decoupling
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Capacitor Technologies
The following table lists different capacitor’s typical vales

Type

Tantalum

Ceramic (X7R, X5R, Y5V, Z5U)

NPO/COG

typical Capacitance

4.7uF - 470uF

0.01uF -10uF

0.1pF - 100pF

Voltage

6.3V- 50V

6.3V - 500V

250V -500V

Tolerance

±20% or more

±10%,±20%

±1%, ±2%

ESR

50 mΩ

1-10mΩ

0.1mΩ

Operating temperature

-55°C ~ 125°C

-55°C ~ 125°C

-55°C ~ 125°C

Polarization

Yes

No

No

Resonate frequency

Khz - 1Mhz

1Mhz - 500Mhz

>1G

Size

D case

805, 603, 402, 201

805, 603, 402, 201
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Ultra Low ESL Capacitor
JWC offers a 3 terminal capacitor – with ultra low ESL. It has a higher self
resonate frequency and it is very useful for power supply decoupling and
power supply filtering.
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Board Stack up and Layout
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Board Stack Up and Layout
1. Each signal layer/Power Layer
should have a continuous ground
reference plane layer for high
speed signal return path.

2. Differential pair has to routed in
parallel pair to provide a return
path to each other.
3. If there is a need to cut the ground
reference plane to separate to
different ground for noise isolation
purpose, any signal, which use the
ground as signal return path, need
to have an alternative designated
return path with minimum loop
area.
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Board Stack Up and Layout
No GND via is required
since the return loop is
on the same GND layer

Signal
GROUND
Signal/Power
Signal/Power
GROUND
Signal

No GND via is required
since the return loop is
on the same GND layer

Signal
GROUND
Signal/Power
Signal/Power
GROUND
Signal
GND vias provide curent
return to minimix the loop
area

Signal

4. Using ground stitching vias to
connect all the ground layer
together, every 100 mils apart.
This is to ensure all the return
path has max return loop area
of (100mils x layer thickness).
If there is difficulty to place so
many vias, then the ground
vias need to be placed close
to the places where signal vias
are located.
5. The layer structure should be
symmetric to provide
mechanical stability.

GROUND
Signal/Power
Signal/Power
GROUND
Signal
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Trace Length Matching
For the SDRAM bus signal, it is required the trace length to be matched. But how
precisely it should be matched?
Rule of Thumb: The trace should be matched within the 10% of the clock edge.
Example: Clock speed: f = 300Mhz, the wavelength of clock fundamental (Note:
The signal speed for micro strip and stripe line is different, so if you route clock
signal on the micro-strip, the length need to be adjusted accordingly) :
The matching error can be ± 1 inch. Even if the clocking speed is 1Ghz (which is the
upper limit for current technology), the match error is allowed is ± 300 mils. This
overthrow all the pre-conception about trace length matching.
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Differential Pair Coupling
There are two type of coupling scheme for
differential pair:
1. Edge coupling: The coupling between the
traces is weak and the dis-continuity of the
reference ground will impact more than the
broad side coupling
2. Broadside coupling: The coupling between
the traces is stronger than the edge
coupling. For a very dense board, broadside
coupling is the right way, even though which
is not suggested by the data sheet
sometimes.
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Method of Image for differential pair
A field for positive charge above a flat conducting
ground is equivalent to the field for this positive
charge and its negative image referring to the
ground when the ground is removed.
The image of an electric dipole moment p at
(0,0,a) above an infinite grounded conducting plane
in the xy-plane is a dipole moment at (0,0,-a) with
equal magnitude and direction rotated azimuthally
by π.
Method of image is a effective way to estimate the
coupling if you like to do it numerically. It can give
you quick estimation about the coupling between
the conducting plane and the differential pair.
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Board Stack Up and Layout with CSP
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Board Stack Up and Layout with CSP
L01
L02
L03
L04
L05
L06
L07
L08
L09
L10
L11
L12
L13
L14

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Micro vias from 1-2, 2-3, and 14-13, 13-12. Blink
vias from 2-13. Micro-view is thin and goes
through one layer only.
Ground Layer is GREEN
Layer 2&13 is not a continuous ground with
micro-vias breakout
Power plane (RED) 7 and 9
Each signal layer has a continuous ground (since
L2 is not a good reference, L4 is reference for 3
and 5)
Having trouble to place ground vias due to the
trace density. Have to sacrifice the SDRAM trace
matching to place blink ground vias on the board.
For cost saving, layer 6 and 8 can be saved. But
Layer 6 and 9 added benefit for embedded
capacitance for power delivery system
The diagram explains the importance of the GRN
blink vias.
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Board Stack Up and Layout with CSP
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Board Stack Up and Layout with CSP
The demand for smaller devices drives the board space smaller and designers are
forced to use CSP part sometimes.
1. CSP package has very small pitch (<0.4mm – 16mils)
2. Micro-vias-in-pad is required for this kind of pitch
3. The pitfall for micro-via structures:
• Micro-via-in-pad has to be filled and plated.
• Micro-via will cut the 2nd layer ground place into pieces – watch out for the
signal return path arrangement to avoid large current loop.
• Since ground micro-vias only connect the ground from top to the second
layer, Some blink vias/or stacked micro-vias has to be used to interconnect the inner-layer ground (Ground inter-connection is related to the
current loop- must be addressed).
4. CSP part is light sensitive – has to be covered in the manufacturing process.
5. Left pictures shows a CSP package layout from layer 1 to 4. Note: Layer 2 and
layer 4 are ground planes. Layer 2 is not a continuous ground plane due to the
micro-via termination. Layer 4 is continuous so Layer 3 traces has small current
return path.
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Typical Stack-up
Legend

4 Layer Stackup

8 Layer Stackup (1)

6 Layer Stackup

Signal
Ground
Power

8 Layer Stackup (2)
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Typical Stack-up
Legend

Signal
Ground
Power
10 Layer Stackup (1)

12 Layer Stackup (1)

10 Layer Stackup (2)

12 Layer Stackup (2)
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Board Layout Summary
1. Check board stack up – Does each the signal layer
have an adjacent ground reference?
2. Check each ground plane to make sure the plane is
solid and continuous.
3. If there is cut on the ground, is there any trace on the
adjacent layer pass the cut?
4. Is there enough vias to stitch the grounds together?
5. Is the high speed signal (RF signal) routed using
micro-strip?
6. Is high speed clock routed using one and only one
reference plane?
If you can take care of the above 6-equestion, your
layout is well-done!
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Connector Handling
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Connector Pin Assignment
J1
1
3
5
7
9
11
13
15
17
19
21
23
25
27

PWR
GND
5
GND
9
11
GND
15
17
GND
21
23
GND
PWR

PWR
GND
6
8
GND
12
14
GND
18
20
GND
24
GND
PWR
SMT28

2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28

The rule of Thumb
1. Each signal pin/power pin should
have a ground pin as reference for
current return. The reason: minimize
the current loop and reduce the
parasitic inductance.
2. So at lease 1/3 of the pin is GND pin
and the rest 2/3 is used for signal and
power
3. Any signal below 1Ghz can use a
board to board connector.
4. Signal above 1Ghz need careful
estimation according to connector
structure and connector height.
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Connector and the cable
1. If a cable (such as
USB/Ethernet/power/inter-board
connector) has to be connected
during operation. The Cable will
serve a very good antenna for the
noise to be transmitted.
2. If all the rules is followed for the
layout, and the EMI problem still
exist, the connector is the
problem.
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Components for EMI filtering
There are two type components to handle
this issue:
1. Use a clip-shell ferrite choke on the cable
end which is close to the unit under test. It
will effective remove the EMI problem (It is
always a good idea to bring a few of this
ferrite when you go to the EMI/EMC lab)
2. Use a on-board common mode choke to
remove the noise signal (noise signal is
common mode – it is couple to both +/-trace
equally (next page). This type of
components is widely available in the
market.
3. If the noise is coming out from power supply
cable – Power supply cable can be filtering
using LC filter (make sure the C has very
low serial inductance – usually special low
parasitic-inductance cap has to be used,
such as JWC NFM series). But this
approach can not be applied to signal trace.
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Components for EMI filtering
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Common Mode Choke Example

JWC offers a rich common mode code product series (SMD/BLOCK Type
EMI Suppression Filters EMIFIL
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Electromagnetic Shielding
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Boundary Condition of Perfect conductor
1. The general boundary condition
are derived from Maxwell’s
equations.

2. Inside a perfect conduction, Both
E field and B field are zero.

If the perfect conductor were
created in the absence of B. The
B will remain zero inside (superconductor).
So, inside a perfect conductor,
both E and B are zero.
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Boundary Condition of Perfect conductor
So, the boundary condition for perfect conductor
is:
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Boundary Condition of Perfect conductor
Inside a perfect conductor, both E and B
are zero.
Outside the perfect conductor, the electric
field can only be perpendicular to the
perfect conductor surface and the
magnetic field can only be parallel to the
surface due to the surface current.
Electrical field

If there is any discontinuity on the surface,
the surface current is interrupted and the
cut or slot become a radiating antenna.
So, the size of slot or joint of the metal
enclosure need to be minimized to 10% of
the target wavelength. If the joint is
connected by screws, the separation of
the screw has to be less than 10% of the
wavelength.

Magnetic field
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Boundary Condition of Perfect conductor
A small radiating element is placed
inside of a metal box.
1. It does not affect the shielding effect
whether the radiating element
reference ground is connected to the
metal enclosure
2. It does not affect the shielding effect
whether the enclosure is connected
to the earth ground.
3. But the connectivity to the earth
ground is related to the ESD
protection and safety(next page)
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ESD and Safety related to Shielding

1. In most of the case, the chassis is
connected to earth ground by 3prune power plug for safety.

PCB GND

1MΩ

2. The PCB GND is connected to the
chassis ground through a largevalue resister for ESD purpose.
The resister prevents any static
accumulation on the PCB board
and provide a path for ESD
charging or discharging.

3. These ground method does not
change the behavior of the
shielding.
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Shielding as a system method

Shielding

Shielding as a EMI method is frequently used but Shield need to be treated as a
system level issue.
For example, even if you have a very good shielding as illustrated, the cable
connected to outside will offset all the shielding effectiveness.
Further more, a good design usually does not requires extensive shielding for
commercial/consumer product. Exemption is: the shielding is usually required
for military EMC (electromagnetic compatibility) standard to stand strong
electromagnetic interference in the war.
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Common mode vs. differential mode radiation
The Wave impedance is for
common mode signal:

The near field wave impedance for
common mode (electrical dipole)
radiation is much higher than 120π
Ohms and it approaches to 120π
Ohms in the far field

The Wave impedance for
the differential mode signal

For the differential mode radiation,
the near field wave impedance is
much lower than 120 π Ohms and
approaches to 120 π Ohms in the
far field
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Common mode vs. differential mode radiation
A low impedance wave will
couple to a low impedance
(conductive) metal shield and
radiate via the shield. A high
impedance wave will be
reflected from a metal shield
due to impedance mismatch
(wave impedance is greater
than the conductive metal) and
the radiation will be shielded by
the low conductive shield. In
another word, the near field
shielding works for high
impedance wave, i.e. for
common radiation only. It has
poor performance for differential
mode radiation.
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PCB Selection
for High Speed Signal and RF signal
(Dielectric loss, Skin Effect)
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PCB Selection
FR4 is the most commonly used PCB material. There are different PCB
materials for difference performance requirement. For example,
RO4350B is a very expensive material – it comes with low loss and
high heat conductivity. The following chart lists most common PCB
material in the market.
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Skin Effect and loss
The skin effect can be characterized by skin depth and surface resistance.
When the electromagnetic wave is penetrating through high conductivity
material, the field density attenuates quickly. The distance is defined as skin
depth ds when the field density drops to the 1/e of its field density on the
surface of the conductor. The conductor loss

The attenuation factor due to skin resistance is:
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Dielectric Loss
Micro-strip line is commonly used for RF signal. The wave for he
micro-strip line is a quasi-TEM mode. The calculation for the
dielectric loss is:
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Example for Skin Effect
DC resistance and AC resistance is not the same due to
the skin effect. In a good conductor, skin depth is
proportional to square root of the resistivity - Better
conductors have a reduced skin depth. For example, at
60 Hz, copper conductor has 23% more resistance than
it does at DC.

Skin depth also varies as the inverse square root of
the permeability of the conductor. In the case of iron, its
conductivity is about 1/7 that of copper. However
being ferromagnetic its permeability is about 10,000
times greater. This reduces the skin depth for iron to
about 1/38 that of copper, about 220um at 60 Hz. Iron
wire is thus useless for A.C. power lines
The skin depth at 10Ghz for some metal:
For Gold at 50Hz, the skin depth
is:
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Example for loss estimation
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PCB Selection
Relative Laminate Cost, Loss Comparasion

Laminate

Cost

Dielectric

Attenuation/inc trace length
h (dB)
(inch)

loss Tangent

Power loss /2
inch (dB)

Power loss(percent) Per
2 inch Microstrip

EM-888

$2.36

3.3

0.50%

0.04

2

0.08

1.90%

I-SPEED

$3.26

3.64

0.60%

0.05

2

0.10

2.28%

N4000-13

$3.62

3.7

0.90%

0.08

2

0.15

3.39%

N4000-13EP

$3.73

3.7

0.90%

0.08

2

0.15

3.39%

FR408

$2.50

3.67

1.20%

0.10

2

0.20

4.50%

FR408HR

$4.70

3.68

0.90%

0.08

2

0.15

3.39%

N4000-13SI

$5.06

3.2

0.80%

0.07

2

0.13

3.02%

P95/P96

$5.11

3.76

1.70%

0.14

2

0.28

6.32%

MEGTRON 4

$5.46

3.8

0.50%

0.04

2

0.08

1.90%

N4000-13EPSI

$5.79

3.7

0.80%

0.07

2

0.13

3.02%

i_TERA

$6.08

3.45

0.30%

0.03

2

0.05

1.14%

MEGTRON 6

$6.66

3.6

0.20%

0.02

2

0.03

0.76%

$19.55

3.75

0.31%

0.03

2

0.05

1.18%

3.5

0.13%

0.01

2

0.02

0.50%

RO4350B
RO6035HTC

Note: The cost is based on Raw cost of typical 18" x 24" / 10 Layer Structure. Based on this data, the I-Tera (ISOLA) or MEGTRON 6 (Panasonic) is the best
choice.
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Summary
1. Most EMI problems encountered at test time are caused by
oversights – not by new technology challenges.
2. EMI/EMC problem can be addressed in the design phase if
design rules are closely followed.
3. RF related problem requires separate attention.
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